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Abstract

Urban sensor networks have the potential to improve urban modeling, design, and

planning. Network data, with higher spatial resolution than traditional large weather

stations, can provide insight into localized effects of materials, building heights, and

geometry on microclimate. However, there does not currently exist a standardized

protocol for designing urban climate sensor networks. This thesis is a case study of

the Tsinghua University Sensor Network (TUSN) in Beijing, China, which consists

of seven sensor nodes across the Tsinghua University campus. Using relative RMSE

(rRMSE) and correlation coefficient analysis, existing TUSN data from January to

August 2016 were assessed for redundancy, and two of the seven stations were de-

termined to be most redundant. ENVI-met urban microclimate simulations were

validated with the existing data so that model results could be used for re-locating

the two redundant stations. rRMSE analysis was applied to the campus simulation

results from the most accurate ENVI-met simulation, and used to select two new

station locations. In addition to the redesign of stationary sensors, mobile sensing

based on the existing campus bus route is proposed as a means by which to increase

resilience and spatial resolution for TUSN. Incorporating new sensor types and es-

tablishing consistent data collection across network stations are also recommended

ways of making the network data more useful for future research. Finally, sample

metadata that describes the redesigned network is presented, as documentation is

considered a critical final step of the design process. The design protocol developed

in this case study can be applied toward assessment and design of existing and new

urban networks, and it can be improved upon by using more accurate microclimate

models as the basis for analysis.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview of Urban Meteorological Sensors

Meteorological data collection has traditionally involved large, complex weather sta-

tions, carefully sited to gather information that, on average, is most representative

over particular terrain (WMO, 2008). However, the standard meteorological in-

strumentation set forth by the World Meteorological Organization cannot meet the

increasing need for flexible and adaptive data collection in urban areas. Urban me-

teorological data, if gathered strategically, can be far more informative than regional

weather information. Especially as more and more of the world’s population moves

into urban areas, and as anthropogenic activity increasingly affects environmental

conditions, urban sensing has potential to improve urban modeling, design, and

planning. For instance, data with higher spatial resolution can provide insight into

localized effects of materials, building heights, and geometry on climate. Such in-

sight can in turn inform urban climate modeling as well as physical developments

in urban environments. Traditional weather stations are limited in providing data

for such insight, simply because the data they collect are lacking in some ways (ex.

too generic over an area). Furthermore, large weather stations are difficult to im-

plement, as they are expensive and require more technically involved maintenance

over time.

The complexity of urban settings can be better captured by sensor networks in-

stead of single standalone weather stations. Networks enable meteorological sensing

across topographically variable urban terrain, while utilizing smaller sensors that col-

lect particular data of interest. Urban meteorological networks (hereinafter referred

to as “urban networks” or “sensor networks”) have been implemented to study a vari-

ety of topics at different scales, including urban heat island, air pollution, and tem-

poral and spatial variability of urban climate. Functionally, these sensor networks

produce data that contribute toward weather monitoring, historical records, climate

forecasting, and model validation and parameterization (Muller, 2013a). The scale,
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arrangement, and technical specifications of urban networks are determined by the

motivating purpose, or the desired use, behind implementing the network. Recent

examples of sensor networks demonstrate the influence of a specific purpose on the

network design process. The Oklahoma City Micronet (OKCNET) was installed in

2007 in order to monitor urban heat island and atmospheric variations across the

city (Basara, 2011). The installation of the network was determined by the pur-

pose of assessing urban effects but also urban-to-rural variation, so there were some

stations clustered at the city center and others spread out to more rural fringes of

Oklahoma City. Ultimately, OKCNET was able to fulfill its original purpose, as its

data demonstrated an urban heat island effect of up to 5.5 degrees Celsius, as well as

spatial distributions of extreme weather events (such as a severe thunderstorm and

cold front) across Oklahoma City. In a more quantitative assessment, the existing

Extended METROS network of the Tokyo metropolitan area was analyzed to under-

stand the balance between information resolution and usefulness in the number of

sensors in network design (Honjo 2015). Three sampling methods were used to eval-

uate 183 measurement sites (in summer data) and 200 sites (in winter data). The

purpose of the sampling was to assess what percentage of existing network sensors

would be necessary to model a temperature field meaningfully similar to the field

modeled by all sensors. The conclusion of the study was that, even without 30% of

existing sensors, the method of inverse distance weighting with hierarchical cluster-

ing sampling would yield sufficiently accurate temperature patterns. The analysis

demonstrated potential for “either improved performance with the same number of

sensors or . . . the same level of performance with fewer sensors” (319). Another

quantitative assessment was conducted by Fahle (2015) on a hydrological network

in north-east Germany. Using information theory methods and a greedy ranking

algorithm, the results indicated that only a subset of the sensors provided useful

data on a consistent basis. The motivation was to maximize information and min-

imize redundancy, so the emergence of a useful subset demonstrated the existence

of redundancy in the original network and thus the potential for designing a more
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informative network overall, by placing sensors that were redundant in more useful

locations.

Mobile sensing in urban networks have become the focus of many recent studies.

Munitxa (2015) proposed a crowd-sourced, mobile sensor kit to be attached to bicy-

cles for measurements around the University of Southern California and Princeton

University. The purpose driving this type of network was the desire to increase

understanding of pedestrian-level carbon dioxide concentrations, along with tem-

perature and humidity, as they are affected by the built geometry, materials, and

emission sources of urban environments. Accuracy would be achieved through re-

dundancy, and the network would gather data in a participatory manner – in direct

contrast to the technologically advanced, specialized, and expensive instrumentation

of more traditional weather sensing stations. Other studies have taken to utilizing

mobile phones as network nodes for crowd-sourced mobile sensing. Smartphone bat-

tery temperatures and heat transfer modeling were used in one study to demonstrate

potential for monitoring air temperatures in urban areas, toward the purpose of in-

forming urban infrastructure design as it affects urban heat island and thus human

health at a higher spatial resolution (Overeem, 2013). Another take on the mobile

sensing paradigm is installation of sensors on public transportation infrastructure,

thus utilizing existing routes that traverse ostensibly strategic paths around cities.

The OpenSense network in Zurich contains a combination of small sensor stations

installed on trams that move around the city and on larger fixed stations (Li 2012).

The network collects pollution data that are posted online, with the purpose of bet-

ter engaging the public in environmental issues, while also providing high quality

data for research and monitoring.

Clearly, a wide range of studies on urban networks have been written, which to-

gether address many effective methods of network design. However, given the variety

of purposes and motivations for urban networks, there is little consensus as to what

constitutes a “good” network in a standard sense. As mentioned previously, WMO

standards for traditional weather stations do not neatly apply to urban networks,
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which often serve specific purposes that warrant specific standards for assessment

and optimization. Muller (2013b) attempted to synthesize a standardized protocol

for compiling metadata for urban networks. The study seems to support the notion

that the implementation of urban networks depends on particular intentions, and

thus it is the metadata documentation that makes network data useful to parties

that were not involved in the design process. Multiple network and terrain charac-

teristics of varying specificity for the different scales of urban networks are described

in the study, along with frequency of update needed. For instance, the type and

purpose of the network need only be updated once in the documentation, while the

main contact person for the network would need to be updated as needed. Muller

goes as far as to suggest seasonal, weekly, daily, or hourly metadata updates as

well. Considering that many urban networks lack even basic metadata describing

the purpose of the network, siting process, and basic technical specifications, the

comprehensive and dynamic metadata envisioned by Muller seems more an exercise

in structuring the detail involved in urban network implementation than a practical

directive. Nevertheless, the importance of metadata in enabling the use of urban

network data across various current and future uses is clear.

Urban environments require networks of varying scales, sensor types, and mo-

bility, installed in different climates and on different terrains, in order to study the

meteorological impacts of building geometries, materials, and density. These net-

works are motivated by a spread of research questions and purposes, but often lack

sufficient metadata to be used beyond their immediately designed needs, despite

many networks making data publicly accessible over the internet. With this context

in mind, this thesis turns toward a specific network as a case for analysis.

1.2 Tsinghua University Sensor Network (TUSN)

Building upon the numerous assessments and optimizations on urban networks, this

analysis seeks to draw from design principles from past studies, incorporate partic-

ular network motivations, and aim for a design methodology that could be applied
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to other networks as well. The Tsinghua University Sensor Network (TUSN) will

serve as the basis for analysis, with the immediate goal of improving upon this par-

ticular network, with the broader goal of demonstrating a reproducible approach to

network assessment, modification, and documentation through metadata. Networks

on university campuses, like TUSN, are particularly suitable testing grounds for ex-

perimental optimization of sensor networks. These networks often drive teaching,

research, and academic study, and tend to be independent from regional weather

forecasting or climate change models due to their limited scale. University networks

are therefore less risky to modify, and can be used as case studies in order to inform

the study of urban meteorological networks more broadly.

TUSN is installed across the Tsinghua University campus in Beijing. Beijing is

a critical area of study due to the many environmental impacts of its urban devel-

opment, from air pollution to water scarcity to changing meteorological patterns.

The environment as it relates to social, political, and technological advancements

presents a unique sense of urgency, as Beijing continues to grow both in population

and urban footprint. Since the 1990s, there have been over 200 Automatic Weather

Stations (AWS) installed around the city which collect data used for forecasting and

research studies. In particular, AWS have been used in urban heat island (UHI)

studies to demonstrate the variability of UHI intensity across the metropolitan area

(Yang, 2013). Another study, using AWS datasets, attempted to link precipitation

with UHI and urbanization (Yin, 2011). Based on the categorizations by Muller

(2013a), these studies are appropriate based on the scale of the AWS network as

they are used to identify trends across city zones, not at the specificity of neighbor-

hoods or individual buildings. In contrast, in the case of TUSN, the networks of

interest are at the “micro-scale,” which includes networks collecting data for “urban

canyon studies, turbulence and dispersion studies, human comfort and exposure,

[and] impact of buildings” as defined by Muller (2013a). The higher spatial reso-

lution of TUSN thus makes it suitable for research purposes that the Beijing AWS

is not suited for, while also being an experimental setup whose data could inform
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larger scale network design and urban modeling.

TUSN in its current form was installed from 2012 through 2014, and it contains

seven active nodes across the Tsinghua University campus and surrounding area,

which lie in the northwestern quadrant of Beijing. The sites of these nodes had been

chosen to collect a wide range of data at various heights and on various surfaces

(Figure 1, Table 1). The sensors used in the current network, provided by Zhu, as

well as data types collected at each location are provided in Appendix A. Each of the

seven active stations records data at daily as well as 10-minute intervals, and the data

is primarily accessed by two research groups within the university. Subsets of the

data are also publicly available on a website that shows current weather conditions

on campus. There is currently no existing metadata that serves to introduce the

network, so all of the information about the network was gathered from the website,

the data itself, and a key that matches stations with data file names. Currently,

TUSN has been used as a teaching tool but has not been used in recent research,

according to an interview with Xiaoliang Zhu, a Ph.D. student in the Department

of Hydraulic Engineering (Zhu, 2016). Zhu also mentioned that the current TUSN

sensor placements were qualitatively chosen toward the purpose of capturing variable

climate patterns across campus. However, a quantitative analysis had not yet been

done to assess the network’s fulfillment of this original design purpose.

No. Name (Code) Description Surface type Start date
1 Xin Shui Wu Ding

(XSWD)
Roof of Xin Shui
(Hydraulic Eng. Dept)

Conventional roof 9/2012

2 Xin Shui (XS) Lawn in front of XS Grass 1/2016 (daily)
3/2015 (10-min)

3 Zi Jing Diao Su
Yuan (ZJ)

Zijing Sculpture Park Grass, shrubs 5/2013

4 Jin Chun Yuan
(JCY)

Jin Chun Park Grass, shrubs,
water surrounding

9/2013

5 Mei Yuan Ting Che
Chang (MYP)

Academy of Arts &
Design parking lot

Concrete 7/2014

6 Tsinghua You Er
Yuan (YEY)

Tsinghua
Kindergarten

Conventional roof 7/2014

7 Tsinghua Fu Zhong
(FZ)

Tsinghua
Primary School

Conventional roof 10/2014

Table 1: TUSN station descriptions
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Figure 1: (left) Map of central Beijing metropolitan area (Stamen Maps 2016), span-
ning approximately 100 square miles; red box marks location of Tsinghua University
campus and the scope of TUSN. (right) TUSN sensor stations are shown across the
Tsinghua campus.

1.3 ENVI-met microclimate model

Along with the assessment and redesign of TUSN, this thesis conducts an assessment

of ENVI-met, the climate modeling software used for analysis. ENVI-met 4.1.2,

released in March 2017, is a recent version1 of “a three-dimensional microclimate

model designed to simulate the surface-plant-air interactions in urban environment

with a typical resolution down to 0.5 m in space and 1-5 sec in time” (Bruse, 2016).

Given the temporal and spatial resolution as well as intended use of the program,

ENVI-met was well suited to model conditions at Tsinghua.

ENVI-met uses thermodynamics and fluid dynamics to simulate atmospheric

flow, building physics, pollutant dispersion, and impact of soil and vegetation on

climate. The model uses an Arakawa C-grid structure to represent its simulation

environment – in this case, the Tsinghua University campus – with soil/surface

type, vegetation type, building height, and building material defined for each cell
1V. 4.1.3 was released on March 30th, 2017, which was too late to use for this work.
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of the grid. The mathematical basis for the ENVI-met model components was

first presented by Dr. Michael Bruse in 1998, who continues to lead the research

group that develops the software. Since 1998, studies have investigated the practical

application of ENVI-met in a variety of urban microclimate problems. One study

considers the use of ENVI-met toward urban planning by evaluating the model’s

functionality in modeling parks and green spaces (Ozkeresteci, 2003). ENVI-met

has also been used to simulate impacts of global warming (Huttner, 2008) and

effects of building geometry (Tariq, 2014) on urban microclimate.

ENVI-met contains four interrelated models: the atmospheric, soil, vegetation,

and ground surface / wall model (Bruse, 1998). Within the atmospheric model, the

mean air flow, temperature and humidity, and turbulence and exchange processes

equations are of most direct relevance to the microclimate properties studied in this

thesis. In order to model three-dimensional turbulent flow, the "non-hydrostatic

incompressible Navier-Stokes equations" (Bruse) are used:

∂u

∂t
+ ui

∂u

∂xi
= −∂p

′

∂x
+Km

(
∂2u

∂x2i

)
+ f(v − vg)− Su (1)

∂v

∂t
+ ui

∂v

∂xi
= −∂p

′

∂y
+Km

(
∂2v

∂x2i

)
− f(u− ug)− Sv (2)

∂w

∂t
+ ui

∂w

∂xi
= −∂p

′

∂z
+Km

(
∂2w

∂x2i

)
+ g

θ(z)

θref (z)
− Sw (3)

∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y
+
∂w

∂z
= 0 (4)

where u, v, and w are the components of wind in the x, y, and z directions; ug and

vg represent geostrophic wind; Su, Sv, and Sw describe the "loss of wind speed due

to drag forces at vegetation elements" (Bruse); Km is the momentum diffusivity, f

is the Coriolis parameter, p′ is the local pressure perturbation, θ is the potential

temperature at height z, θref is the reference temperature at z, and g is gravity.

The mean wind speed is then found by
√
u2 + v2 + w2.

The temperature (θ) and humidity (q) of the atmosphere are described through
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advection-diffusion equations:

∂θ

∂t
+ ui

∂θ

∂xi
= Kh

(
∂2θ

∂x2i

)
+Qh (5)

∂q

∂t
+ ui

∂q

∂xi
= Kq

(
∂2q

∂x2i

)
+Qq (6)

where Kh is the heat diffusivity, Kq is the humidity diffusivity, and Qh and Qq link

the vegetation model with the atmospheric model, as they describe "heat and vapor

exchange at the plant surface" (Bruse).

To account for turbulence due to building walls and vegetation, equations for

local turbulence (E) and dissipation rate (ε) are incorporated to describe these

processes:
∂E

∂t
+ ui

∂E

∂xi
= KE

(
∂2E

∂x2i

)
+ Pr − Th+QE − ε (7)

∂ε

∂t
+ ui

∂ε

∂xi
= Kε

(
∂2ε

∂x2i

)
+ c1

ε

E
Pr − c3

ε

E
Th− c2

ε2

E
+QE (8)

where KE and Kε are diffusivity coefficients, Pr is mechanical production of turbu-

lent energy due to wind shearing, Th is buoyancy production of turbulent energy

due to thermal stratification, ci are standard values from Launder and Spalding

(1974), and QE and Qε are terms for local turbulent production and dissipation due

to vegetation.

While ENVI-met has been used in urban microclimate research for over a decade,

the model is still being critically evaluated and validated. In one study, ENVI-

met model calibration was done in Sao Paolo to demonstrate reasonably similar

modeled and measured temperature results (Gusson, 2016). Another study vali-

dated the ENVI-met model with temperature observations in Cairo. The study

discussed the model’s overall agreement with measurements and the potential for in-

tegrating ENVI-met into urban design processes to better account for microclimate

effects, especially as the model continues to undergo development and improve-

ment (Elnabawi, 2015). Another recent study sought to develop a procedure for
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using ENVI-met to research thermal comfort in urban environments (Salata, 2016).

The recommended procedure involves twelve steps, including thorough evaluation

of model input parameters, comparison of simulations to experimental data, and

finally use of simulation outputs to inform research in the area of thermal comfort

in urban spaces.

With more time and computing power, a more sophisticated model of microcli-

mate turbulent flows and heat flow could be used. For this thesis, ENVI-met was a

readily available resource of interest. ENVI-met, which is a computational fluid dy-

namics (CFD) model using the Navier-Stokes equation and parametrized turbulence

flow calculations, contrasts with direct numerical simulations (DNS) that numeri-

cally resolve turbulence explicitly down to the millimeter scale (Letzel, 2007). CFD

have known shortcomings related to flow around obstacles, which is crucial to mod-

eling urban microclimate, but DNS, with "extreme computational demands," is not

realistic to use in applications (Letzel). However, large-eddy simulation (LES) mod-

els of flow in urban settings have been demonstrated to more accurately represent

microclimate conditions. Through his Ph.D. thesis on LES flow around buildings,

Letzel suggests that "properly validated urban LES could mature to a powerful re-

search tool within the next few years." LES is meant to combine principles from

CFD and DNS to numerically solve for turbulent flow at larger scales only. LES

has also been used to model convective heat transfer and demonstrated to reflected

underlying physical processes, though more work is needed to develop and validate

the model (Li 2016). In light of the existence of other models that are likely more

accurate, the analysis conducted in this thesis does not depend on ENVI-met in

particular.

Much attention has been dedicated to the use of ENVI-met in simulating and

forecasting urban thermal conditions. This thesis instead considers the validation

and potential role of ENVI-met in urban network design, therefore acting as a de-

velopmental tool instead of direct component of urban data collection, teaching and

research. Additionally, in light of the shortcomings of CFD models, this thesis seeks
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to understand the features, functionality, and feasibility of the model’s use in sensor

network design.

1.4 Assessment and redesign principles

Based on existing literature on urban networks, the major themes of redundancy and

resilience emerge as critical for network design. With the same number of sensors,

a spatial arrangement of minimum redundancy would lead to maximum variety of

information gathered. In other words, low redundancy across sensors would provide

better information on the variability of meteorological patterns across the network,

such as the temperature field assessment by Honjo (2015) and the hydrological

network assessment by Fahle (2015). Accordingly, the redundancy of TUSN sensors

will be assessed using existing data, and any redundant sensors will be re-sited using

ENVI-met climate models of the Tsinghua University campus. At the same time,

the suitability of ENVI-met for urban network design will be investigated.

At the same time, resilience in the form of some redundancy appeared to be im-

portant. Redundancy across sensors serves as a check for quality as well as back-up

in the case of failure or removal within the network; the Tokyo study demonstrated

a resilient network that provided sufficient data even without 30% of existing sen-

sors (Honjo, 2015). Recent studies on mobile sensing provide an alternate means

of increasing resilience to TUSN. At Tsinghua, bicycles are ubiquitous as students

navigate the large campus, and provide a possible crowd-sourced method of col-

lecting data near the stationary sensor points. Of course, complications arise in

considering installation of instrumentation, quality of data, and logging method.

Even with its challenges, implementing a component of mobile sensing along with a

low-redundancy stationary TUSN arrangement has the potential to increase network

resilience and add higher spatial resolution to the data. Developing TUSN in this

way draws inspiration in particular from the bicycle sensor kit piloted by Munitxa

(2015) and the mix of mobile and stationary sensors in OpenSense in Zurich.

On a more case-specific level, Zhu mentioned that the bulk of recent research,
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resources, and funding in his research group had been allocated to work related to the

Sponge City initiative in China. The Sponge City initiative began in 2014, and its

aim is to address problems related to flooding and water depletion in urban areas

(Shao, 2016). The current state of urban development is not conducive to water

storage, and instead often leads to waterlogging during heavy rain and lack of water

resources during dry episodes. The government has provided significant funding

for cities and universities to research and pilot projects that would enable cities to

handle water with more flexibility and sustainability. Spatial data on hydrology,

topography, and soil, as well as other information is necessary to enable robust

planning and modeling toward the Sponge City goals (Shao, 2016). Therefore, there

is potential for data collected by TUSN to contribute to Sponge City research, as

well as other data of interest such as air quality.

Altogether, taking in consideration the current state of urban network design,

TUSN will be analyzed for three guiding purposes: minimize redundancy of station-

ary sensors, increase resilience and resolution through mobile sensing, and expand

usefulness of data sensor types. TUSN as it currently exists will first be assessed

in light of each of these purposes, and then, using validated ENVI-met simulations,

proposed improvements to the network will be described. Laying out these goals

clearly provides a baseline for necessary metadata documentation of the network de-

sign, along with necessary technical, historical, and contextual details. A sample set

of metadata for TUSN will be provided along with the final network improvement

proposal. The framework of assessment, redesign, and documentation used in this

thesis can then be applied to urban network design more broadly, as it provides a

structured method of considering redundancy, resilience, and data collection.
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2 Methods

2.1 Assessment

2.1.1 Redundancy analysis of existing data

Inspired by the statistical network assessments conducted by Honjo (2015) and Fahle

(2015), the current network was assessed for information redundancy. TUSN stations

are located on different surface types, including vegetation and concrete, and at

various elevations, including rooftops and a parking lot. The sensor placements

were chosen qualitatively toward the purpose of capturing the variability of data

across campus. However, prior to this study, a quantitative analysis of TUSN had

not yet been conducted to evaluate whether or not the design purpose was being

fulfilled by the current network layout. Going into the assessment, the hypothesis

was that the network did contain sensors that collected redundant information, and

the identification of such sensors would contribute to the following redesign phase.

The assessment phase of this study first involved analysis of existing data col-

lected from the seven current TUSN network sites, as indicated in Figure 1 and

Table 1. Daily and 10-minute averaged data were available for all sensors in the

timeframe of January through August 2016, so air temperature (◦C), relative hu-

midity (%), and wind speed (m/s) data were cleaned and used from that timeframe

for the analysis. Data averaged over 10 minutes were used when possible for higher

temporal resolution, but average wind speeds were only available on the daily basis

for the XSWD station. The limitations of the existing data necessitated the use of

daily-averaged data for wind speed redundancy analysis, in order to compare data

from all 7 stations in a consistent way, in addition to the 10-minute analysis for

other stations excluding XSWD.

RMSE and correlation coefficients were computed for the 21 pairs of stations to

understand the redundancy of the data being collected by each sensor station. The

10-minute averages for temperature and relative humidity (RH) were used for all

station pairs, and 10-minute averages for wind speeds were used for the pairs not
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involving XSWD. The daily averages for all three data types were used to compute

Root mean squared error (RMSE) and correlation for all pairs to compare with the

10-minute results.

RMSE analysis was used to compare the difference in magnitude between data

measured by current stations in the network. RMSE is defined as:

RMSE(A,B) =

√∑N
i=1(Ai −Bi)2

N
(9)

where A and B are data from two stations, and N is the number of data points in the

timeframe. However, RMSE values can only be understood when compared within

data types, i.e. RMSE with the same units of measure. In order to understand

redundancy within pairs and across the data categories of temperature, RH, and

wind, relative RMSE (rRMSE) was calculated. rRMSE was calculated by dividing

the RMSE by the mean of A and B. The sensor pairs with the lowest rRMSE values

within any category of data were used to identify redundant sensors.

The correlation coefficient ρ was chosen as another metric of comparison, sec-

ondary to RMSE, because it indicates the normalized joint variability in measured

data in each pair. The correlation coefficient is defined as:

1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(Ai − µA

σA

)(Bi − µB

σB

)
(10)

where A and B are two arrays, N is the array length, µ is the mean of an array,

and σ is the standard deviation of an array. The correlation coefficient can range

from −1 to 1, which imply correlations in station pairs that range from negative lin-

ear to positive linear. While rRMSE provides the relative accuracy of two stations

replicating each other’s measurements, the correlation coefficient helps illuminate

the underlying similarity or difference in how the microclimate changes over time,

as measured by the two stations. Though both metrics are helpful in evaluating

redundancy across the seven sensor stations, rRMSE is prioritized because a sta-

tion pair with low rRMSE (similar measured values) is considered more redundant

than a station pair with high correlation (change similarly over time). The phys-
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ical differences among temperature distribution, RH, and wind result in different

expected ranges of rRMSE and correlation coefficients across TUSN station pairs.

Accordingly, the temperature and RH data would likely have high correlations and

low rRMSE regardless of station pair, due to individual sensor temperature and RH

variations depending on macro-level fluctuations. Wind speeds, on the other hand,

would be expected to have a wider range of correlation coefficients and rRMSE.

Average wind directions along with the average wind speeds from the existing

data were used to plot a 10-minute and daily averaged wind rose for each station.

This final analysis of the existing data summarizes the difference in wind detected

at each station, and also contributes to the parameters used in ENVI-met model

validation. Ultimately, rRMSE was used as the main metric to identify redundant

sensor locations. Correlation coefficients, scatterplots of the various metrics, and

wind rose comparisons further substantiate the claim of redundancy.

2.1.2 ENVI-met model validation

In order to confirm the selection of unnecessary sensors and validate the use of ENVI-

met for the redesign phase, ENVI-met microclimate modeling software version 4.1.2

was used to analyze Tsinghua University campus climate patterns. The simulations

were run on a computer with a Windows 10 operating system, 2.66 GHz processor,

and 4.00 GB of RAM. The simulation output was used to compare against existing

network data, in order to cross-validate the climate patterns detected by TUSN and

modeled by ENVI-met.

The required input to create the simulation was a .INX file, using the "SPACES"

area input editor in ENVI-met. The input was in the form of a grid, where each

cell on the grid contained soil type, surface material, vegetation, and building height

information. The grid represented the area of the simulation, so in this case, the area

input file was an approximation of Tsinghua’s campus. The Tsinghua area input file

was modified and refined from a preliminary file that had been used as input for

a different model in a previous study. The input file for reference was provided by
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Figure 2: ENVI-met area input file.

Xiaoliang Zhu, a Ph.D. student at Tsinghua University. To reduce simulation run

time, the resolution was kept relatively coarse. The completed area input file was 95

grids in the x (east-west) direction, 116 grids in the y (north-south) direction, and

20 grids in the z direction (Figure 2; for more detail see Appendix B). Each grid cell

in the area input file was set to be 14 by 14 meters in the x− y plane and 7 meters

in the z direction, so the input (not including nesting grids) represents a 1330 by

1624 by 140 cubic meter space. In addition, a border of 5 nesting grids surrounded

the simulation area for numerical stability.

The location was set to be Beijing, China, at latitude 40.000 degrees N and

116.320 degrees E and time zone was set to be China Standard Time. Vegetative

cover details, such as grass and trees, were added to the file and obvious inaccuracies

in the spatial layout were corrected. The building heights approximated in the

provided file were kept as is, without other sources of building height information.

The buildings were set to the default building material “concrete slab.” The vast

majority of the surface type was set to be the default soil type. Roads were created

using the “asphalt road” setting in ENVI-met, streams and ponds with “deep water”
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(the only available water surface type), and large concrete surfaces with “concrete

pavement.” Finally, receptors were located at the seven current stations. In ENVI-

met, receptors generate output at designated locations for various heights along the

z-direction column, at a finer temporal resolution than the overall area output files.

In addition to the area input file, simulation parameters were defined within a

configuration file (.SIM) through the "ConfigWizard" in ENVI-met in order to run

the model. Five runs were completed to compare against existing data, including

one simulation parameterized according to conditions typical to a day in January

and four according to a day in July. The humidity parameters for the five simu-

lations (Table 2) were chosen based on approximate values from the existing data,

with the goal of isolating the simulation output that most closely resembled the

behavior of the measured data. Another ENVI-met configuration parameter was

lateral boundary condition (LBC) type. For both temperature and humidity and

turbulence, the LBC was set to be “cyclic,” which represents conditions in which the

surrounding environment is similar to the input area in terrain and building type.

The other LBC options in ENVI-met are "open", which represents an area that

has similar neighboring terrain that is further away, allowing for atmospheric condi-

tions to "recover" to a certain extent, and "forced", which represents an area with

completely flat surroundings, respectively (Bruse, 2016). Thus "cyclic" is the most

appropriate LBC to use within Beijing, where Tsinghua University is surrounded

by more urban landscapes. All other parameters in the simulation configuration

file were set to default, including soil settings, cloud cover, and calculation of solar

radiation diurnal cycle.

No. Simulation Initial wind speed
(m/s) (origin dir)

Initial
temp (◦ C)

Spec. Hum.
at 2500 m (g/kg)

Initial RH
at 2m (%)

1 Winter E 1.5 (E) -5 0.9 30
2 Summer E 0.5 (E) 25 10 50
3 Summer S 0.5 (S) 25 10 50
4 Summer W 0.5 (W) 25 10 50
5 Summer N 0.5 (N) 25 10 50

Table 2: Experimental parameters for 5 simulations
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Using these input and simulation parameters, ENVI-met was run for 27-hour

simulations to model 7:00 AM to 10:00 PM. This simulation length was chosen to

allow the model to stabilize over the first three hours, and then generate 24 hours

of data. ENVI-met simulated hourly output for instantaneous temperature, RH,

and wind speed, as well as many other properties not used in this analysis, for

each grid cell in the input environment, and 30-minute output for receptors. The

simulation required on average 5 hours per simulated hour, or approximately one

week per 27-hour simulation. The computer was run with no internet connection,

to avoid automatic updates that would turn the computer off or otherwise interrupt

the model. The receptor output files were .1DR plain text files, with one file for

each half-hour output for each receptor. Each file contained climate data at various

heights from approximately ground level (z = 0.7 m) to approximately the top of

the input file (z = 136.5 m). For the purposes of this assessment, only the data at

ground- or roof-level heights (depending on the station) were needed, so a Python

script was written to extract and compile the data of interest.

Using the receptor outputs that best approximated the seven station locations,

rRMSE and ρ were calculated for the 21 station pairs. These values were compared

to measured values and wind roses from the existing TUSN sensors, in order to assess

which set of ENVI-met model parameters was most representative. The rRMSE and

ρ were only compared in a relative sense and not in terms of absolute values, since

ENVI-met only simulated 24 hours at a time. In addition, the ENVI-met outputs

were instantaneous values of temperature, RH, and wind speed at each time step,

not time-averaged values like the measured data. However, these discrepancies were

deemed permissible given the goal of this portion of the analysis, which was to

confirm the choice of redundant sensors.
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2.2 Redesign

2.2.1 Re-siting sensors

The best ENVI-met output, validated from the assessment phase, was used to choose

new sensor locations. The .EDT atmosphere output files associated with the sim-

ulation could only be processed using LEONARDO, the visualization component

of ENVI-met. LEONARDO was used to extract and export temperature, RH, and

wind data from the simulations for each grid cell. Then, rRMSE and correlation

coefficients were calculated over the 24-hour simulation period, starting at 10 am, by

pairing each grid cell with each of the n remaining (non-redundant) sensor locations.

This was done in order to identify where, on campus, microclimate conditions were

most different from those already being recorded by the remaining sensors.

Visual and quantitative analysis of the results were used to isolate new sites for

sensor stations in the improved network redesign. Each cell had n different rRMSE

and correlation values corresponding to the n remaining sensors. The cells that were

least redundant with remaining sensors were most desirable as sites, so the remaining

sensor with which each cell was the most redundant was determined, and then the

least redundant cells overall were found. In other words, the minimum rRMSE and

maximum correlation out of n options (paired with each of the n remaining sensors)

were found for each grid cell. Then, the maximum values of minimum rRMSE,

and the minimum values of maximum correlation, were considered for new sensor

locations. The same number of new sites were chosen as the number of redundant

existing sites determined in the previous step, in order to maintain the same number

of stations in the redesigned network.

2.2.2 Incorporating mobile sensing

With a new, low-redundancy network layout, mobile sensing was then qualitatively

designed as a way to add resilience as well as higher resolution to the network data.

Practically speaking, mobile sensing in the form of a sensor kit affixed to a bicycle

or automobile is constrained by existing walking paths and roads on campus. To
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compare scenarios of using mobile sensing based on buses versus bicycles, the route

traversed by a campus shuttle bus was used as the basis for designing a bicycle

path that “connected” the stationary sensors by passing them in close proximity.

The respective contributions of mobile sensing via the shuttle bus toward resilience

and resolution were considered in comparison to mobile sensing via bicyclists. Fi-

nally, qualitative considerations related to feasibility of implementation were used

to provide a recommendation for the mobile sensing component for the network.

2.2.3 Sensor types

An inventory was taken of all of the current types and time intervals of data collected

by TUSN sensors, which vary across the network locations. Of these, the data types

were qualitatively sorted to either be unnecessary, necessary for some locations,

or necessary to implement across all network locations. In order to make TUSN

more self-consistent in its measurements, subsets of the current daily and 10-minute

data were chosen to be collected across all stations (see Appendix C). Additionally,

qualitative analysis was done by having conversations with Tsinghua researchers

about research needs, especially as related to the ongoing Sponge City initiative.

These conversations then informed selection of new sensor types to implement in

the network, such that the network data would be useful for current and anticipated

urban climate studies.

All three parts of the redesign process come together for an updated network

with the refined purpose of supporting a wider range of future research at Tsinghua,

through having reduced redundancy, sufficient resiliency, and useful data types.

2.3 Documentation

In order to capture the design logic and technical details of the redesigned TUSN, a

sample metadata was written for the network. The documentation process, attached

as Appendix C, was based on standard protocol suggested by Muller (2013b).
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3 Results

3.1 Assessment

3.1.1 Analysis of existing data

The analysis of existing TUSN data ultimately led to the selection of two redun-

dant sites (out of the seven existing sites): the Tsinghua Kindergarten (YEY) and

Tsinghua Primary School (FZ) rooftops. The rooftop of the Xin Shui (Hydraulic

Engineering) building sufficiently captured climate patterns present at both of these

locations. To reach this conclusion, temperature, RH, and wind rRMSE and correla-

tion coefficients (ρ) were examined across all 21 pairs of stations. Scatter plots were

created for: rRMSE calculated from the 10-minute and daily timescale for each data

type (Figure 3); rRMSE and ρ for each data type (Figure 4); and rRMSE compared

among the data types (Figure 5).

Figure 3: 10-minute versus daily rRMSE scatter plots for station pairs, for (left to
right): temperature (21 pairs) with correlation 0.81; relative humidity (21 pairs)
with correlation 0.86, and wind (16 pairs) with correlation 0.96. Note the different
axes scales.

The scatter plots in Figure 3 demonstrate that the data is sufficiently self-

consistent, as the daily averaged data for temperature, RH, and wind produce

rRMSE values that have a strong correlation with those using the 10-minute aver-

aged data. This validates the use of the higher resolution 10-minute data in analysis

for temperature and RH while using daily data for wind, because the rRMSE for

station pairs is highly correlated between the two time scales. Because the Xin Shui

rooftop station (XSWD) lacked average wind speed data at the 10-minute scale,

and all others lacked average wind speed at the daily scale (likely indicating an er-
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ror in installation), the comparisons were necessary to legitimize scatter comparisons

across time scales. The scatter plot for wind (Figure 3c) was created by construct-

ing daily averages from the 10-minute data, and plotting rRMSE for only those 16

pairs.2

For all three data types, the rRMSE resulting from daily data are mostly lower

than those resulting from 10-minute data. In other words, the scatter is visibly

shifted and shows a systematic relationship between the two time scales. This is as

expected because, as a statistical measure, RMSE aggregates magnitudes of devia-

tions. Averaged over a longer period of time, positive and negative deviations tend

to cancel each other out, and the aggregate magnitude of deviations is diminished.

The axes of the plots in Figure 3 also show that the range of variation is quite

different for the three data points. The rRMSE range (before normalizing) is above

1% and less than 10% for temperature, which in absolute terms represents a range

of a couple of degrees Celsius. For relative humidity, the rRMSE range upper bound

is closer to 20%, around 10 percentage points of RH. Wind data rRMSE ranged

from 50% to above 100% in the values produced by the 10-minute data, indicating

deviations of approximately 0.5 to 1.0 meters per second. The different ranges for

rRMSE of the three data types are indicative of the typical variations of each across

the Tsinghua campus.

Figure 4: rRMSE versus ρ scatter plots for station pairs, for (left to right): temper-
ature (10-min) with correlation -0.96; relative humidity (10-min) with correlation
-0.98, and wind (daily) with correlation 0.36. Note the different axes scales.

In Figure 4, scatter plots of rRMSE versus correlation coefficient were made for

each data type, which demonstrated whether rRMSE and correlation were related
2The 5 pairs involving XSWD have no 10-minute rRMSE.
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for the station pairs. For temperature and RH, strong negative correlations are

shown, as the station pairs that are more highly correlated correlated produce lower

rRMSE values. Wind speed comparisons between stations, on the other hand, did

not demonstrate a relationships between rRMSE and correlation. The scale of axes

are once again important to note. Both temperature and RH in all station pairs are

extremely highly correlated, showing that variations are affected across the campus

area by macro-level changes. Wind speed ρ values for the 21 pairs, while lower than

ρ for temperature or RH, are still generally high enough to indicate influence from

macro-level processses (~0.8 and higher). On windy days, all sensors across campus

would pick up on higher wind speeds. However, the lack of relationship between ρ

and rRMSE for wind means that lower rRMSE does not imply higher correlation.

The reason rRMSE is considered more meaningful for capturing a sense of redun-

dancy is because low rRMSE with low ρ between two stations still shows similarity,

despite low ρ due to the turbulent atmospheric processes affecting wind speeds.

However, high ρ with high rRMSE would indicate systematic differences between

two stations, as they would be covariant but collecting consistently different values.

These results further confirm the use of rRMSE as the primary metric of redundancy,

because it does implicitly capture the correlation between two stations’ temperature

and relative humidity measurements, while appropriately signaling redundancy in

wind speed measurements.

The final scatter plots generated were between each data type, comparing rRMSE

for temperature versus RH, RH versus wind, and wind versus temperature (Figure

5). These plots show that redundancy, as represented by rRMSE, is indeed positively

correlated across the three data types. In other words, a station pair with low

rRMSE for wind speed would also have a low rRMSE for temperature as well as for

RH.
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Figure 5: rRMSE scatter plots for station pairs, for (left to right): a. temperature
(10-min) versus RH with correlation 0.85; b. relative humidity (10-min) versus wind
(daily) with correlation 0.80, and c. wind (daily) with correlation 0.74. Again, note
the different axes scales.

Because rRMSE correlations were above 0.7 for all data types, the overall redun-

dancy metric was created by taking the cube root of the product of all three rRMSE

values for each station pair:

RMSEoverall =
3
√
RMSET ∗RMSERH ∗RMSEwind (11)

The spread of overall rRMSE, shown in Figure 6, is presented along with the

horizontal line below which are considered the pairs of most redundancy. In addition,

the corresponding rRMSE for each data type is shown as well, with wind speed

rRMSE scaled down by a factor of 10. Clearly, wind speed rRMSE most heavily

affects the scale of overall rRMSE, but this is desirable: low wind speed rRMSE

is more notable than temperature and RH rRMSE (which are tightly clustered on

the lower end). The cut-off for redundancy was chosen to be 10%, or the threshold

containing the five most redundant pairs in the existing network (Table 3).

Station names Overall rRMSE
XSWD FZ 7.25%
YEY XSWD 7.42%
YEY MYP 7.95%
YEY FZ 8.87%
XSWD MYP 9.49%

Table 3: Most redundant station pairs

Of the five pairs of most redundant data collection, two stations were chosen to

re-site. The current network of seven stations, according to the analysis so far, should

be able to record more variability around campus by reducing existing redundancy.
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The five pairs make the selection of FZ and YEY quite clear, as they appear in

two and three of the bottom five pairs, respectively. Redundancy ultimately means

that one station is a sufficient proxy for measurement by the redundant station. In

the case of FZ and YEY, both are most redundant with XSWD, which produces

temperature readings within 4%, RH within 6%, and wind speeds within 30% (or

tenths of meters per second, given typical readings around 0.8 m/s on average)

for both stations. Without FZ and YEY, the four cases of most redundancy are

eliminated. The next pair, XSWD (Xin Shui rooftop) and MYP (parking lot), has

wind rRMSE exceeding 50% and are qualitatively different surfaces, so this was

considered large enough to keep both locations.

Figure 6: Sorted overall rRMSE plotted with associated rRMSE of temperature,
RH, and wind speed, along with cut-off line at 10% RMSE.

Finally, wind roses were produced from the existing data to make sense of the

observed differences between stations (Figure 7). Unfortunately, wind direction data

was not available for XSWD, which again is likely due to error upon installation.

Due to the omission of XSWD, the wind roses cannot be used to show that YEY

and FZ are appropriately represented by it. However, they do show that YEY

and FZ wind patterns are similar in representing northwesterly winds (noting that
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they predominate for FZ), unlike other stations where winds from the northwesterly

direction are insignificant compared to the other directions.

Figure 7: Wind roses for the six stations that recorded wind directions.

Qualitatively, the position and surface type of YEY and FZ are also similar

to XSWD as they are all rooftops on the west half of campus. In contrast, XS,

ZJ, and MYP are ground-level locations that are blocked on the northwest side by

buildings. JCY, as shown in the wind roses and in the rRMSE analyses, differs most

significantly from the others, which again makes sense given its unique location in

a park filled with trees and bodies of water. After choosing redundant sites, the

ENVI-met model simulations were compared to measured data in order to then

re-site the stations.

3.1.2 ENVI-met model validation

Only two out of the five ENVI-met simulations ran to completion, which meant

that several hours were missing from three simulations. In particular, the Winter E

and Summer N simulations were completed, simulating from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM

on the next day, but Summer E and Summer W only simulated to 12:30 AM, and

Summer S to 12:00 AM. In order to achieve this level of completion, the simulations
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had run for 8 days, from March 16th to 24th, 2017. The computer log showed that

the system had shut down due to errors, so the processing power of the computer was

possibly insufficient for the five simulations to fully run simultaneously. Regardless

of the missing simulation hours, each simulation output was still used for analysis

because relative differences between locations across campus should still hold.

Unfortunately, none of the simulation results appropriately modeled the mea-

sured data, according to rRMSE analysis of the 21 modeled receptor pairs compared

to the 21 measured station pairs. Output starting at 10 AM was used, due to the

first few hours of the model used for stabilization. As shown in Figure 8, there is no

strong correlation between measured and modeled rRMSE values for any of the data

types. In particular, the temperature and RH rRMSE from the ENVI-met Summer

simulations were much lower, indicating that the model produced less variability

of temperature and RH conditions across campus. The Winter simulation results

had a more similar spread of rRMSE, but the values are still not correlated. Other

problems with the Winter simulation arise when looking at the diurnal patterns of

temperature and RH (Figure 9). The modeled and measured rRMSE are better cor-

related for wind speeds, but the strongest correlation is only 0.457 with the output

from the Summer W receptors. This at least is an expected result, since wind roses

from the TUSN data had indicated winds predominantly coming from the northwest

and southwest directions.

Comparing the ENVI-met output with measured diurnal cycles provides further

insight into the poor rRMSE correlations. In Figure 9, the Summer N temperature

and RH output for XSWD is plotted with the measured data from July 1st to 2nd,

2016 over the full 27 hours simulated. The modeled temperature and RH begin and

end at appropriate values based on input parameters, and there is visibly covariant

behavior, but amplitudes are much smaller than the measured cycle. This most likely

indicates inaccurate automatic calculation of solar radiation by ENVI-met, which is

a built-in function of the model. The RH simulation, both in shape and phase of the

curve, does not match the measured cycle, even after the first three hours of model
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Figure 8: Scatter plots of measured and (left to right) the Summer North, West,
South, East, and Winter East simulation receptors, for (top to bottom) temperature,
RH, and wind RMSE.

stabilization. For all station locations and corresponding simulation receptors, the

differences between the measured and modeled diurnal cycle are similarly disparate,

so Summer N is shown here due to its completeness. For the Winter E XSWD

output, the temperature does not even begin at the initial input temperature of

-5 degrees. Instead, it appears to begin at 5 degrees, so this may be an error in

ENVI-met’s handling of negative input. Furthermore, the RH diurnal cycle is closer

to exhibiting opposite than covariant behavior. The wind behavior modeled at each

location also was not realistic, as it only varied by tenths of a meter per second over

the course of the day.

Ultimately, no case can be made for using any of the five ENVI-met simula-

tions to redesign TUSN. There are numerous reasons that could potentially explain

the unrealistic simulation results, such as using only basic initialization parameters

instead of creating temperature and RH forcing throughout the day. In addition,

configuration settings for solar radiation, cloud cover, soil moisture, and others were

kept at default values. Additionally, the input file could have certainly been more

realistic, such as including smaller roads or precise material types. The Database
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Figure 9: Measured compared to Summer N (left) and Winter E (right) receptor
diurnal cycles for temperature (top) and RH (bottom)

Manager in ENVI-met was also not used in this experiment, which an be used to

define user-created wall types, soil types, and materials and associated properties.

However, even in light of many potential areas of improvement, macro-level aspects

of the model output would still likely persist, such as the very small temperature

and RH rRMSE across the campus and the incorrect interpretation of a negative

initial temperature.

It is unclear how much of the error was introduced by insufficient parametriza-

tion versus technical challenges within the model itself. New versions are still be-

ing introduced every few months, correcting longstanding deficiencies in the model

and addressing new issues introduced by preceding versions. ENVI-met is meant

to model urban microclimate, which involves highly interdependent environmental

interactions on a small scale. Furthermore, the Tsinghua University campus is ex-

tremely large and contains a complex combination of built structures, materials,

and surface types. For such an area, the ENVI-met runtime was quite long even

with reduction to a much coarser resolution for the input. A more powerful machine

along with a finer resolution input file and more detailed parametrization could re-

sult in a more accurate simulation, but it is also possible that the ENVI-met model

is simply not suited for such a level of spatial size and complexity. The choice of
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LBC also presents a challenge in adequately simulating the environment, as the

"cyclic" boundary conditions are appropriate, but only to a certain extent. The

metropolitan areas around Tsinghua have a similar terrain and built landscape, but

such topography does not repeat endlessly. Therefore, a nested model could be

more appropriate, where the boundary conditions are cyclic to a determined extent,

beyond which a more open boundary condition would be applied, simulating less

urbanized surroundings.

Figure 10: On the measured vs. Summer W modeled rRMSE scatter plots, high-
lighting the most redundant pairs found in the analysis of existing data shows that
they are also redundant based on Summer W results.

Despite numerous disparities between the model and measured conditions, Sum-

mer W receptor results do indeed indicate low rRMSE for the pairs of redundant

stations found in the measured data (Figures 10 and 11). Even though it was an

incomplete simulation, wind speeds at receptors from Summer W did have rRMSE

values that were most strongly correlated with the measured wind speeds. There-

fore, even though the microclimate conditions simulated with Summer W settings

are not entirely accurate, the most redundant pairs are agreed upon and further

analysis will not produce a contradictory result (i.e. it will not suggest a redesign

that includes these locations). By using the overall rRMSE metric, the pairs in-

volving FZ, YEY, and XSWD were indeed found to be most redundant (Figure 11).

This analysis suggest that ENVI-met is able to simulate rooftop locations as having

the most redundant microclimate conditions. For the sake of demonstration, Sum-

mer W output was used to complete the redesign methodology. Ideally, a similar

logic could be used in conjunction with a more accurate microclimate model, such as
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LES, in order to validate and select a more representative simulation for the redesign

component.

Figure 11: Using the overall rRMSE metric shows that the three pairs of interest
from the measured results are among the most redundant in the modeled results as
well, indicated by the ellipse.

3.2 Redesign

3.2.1 Re-sited locations

Using the Summer W simulation, rRMSE and correlation over the course of 24 hours

(from 10 AM to 10 PM) were calculated for every grid cell paired with each of the

five remaining station sites. The overall atmospheric model output, like the receptor

output, contained results at various heights, so the calculations were done with the

lowest cross-section (0.7 meters). Because both of the redundant sensors were on

rooftops, only ground-level locations were considered in this re-siting process.

In total, 11,020 grid cells paired with each of the 5 remaining sensor locations

produced 55,100 correlation and 55,100 rRMSE values. However, ENVI-met output

included many locations that would be technically indoors, at the ground level of a

buildling. In order to make sense of so many options, the correlation and rRMSE

values were spatially laid out for visual examination of the results. In particular, the

minimum rRMSE out of the five values at each location were plotted, as well as the

maximum correlation, as shown in Figures 12 and 13. By identifying the maximum

values on the minimum rRMSE maps, the areas with the the least redundancy to
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any existing sensor were found as potential re-sited sensor locations. As with before,

rRMSE was considered the primary metric of consideration, with the correlation

maps used to compare and confirm the locations highlighted by the rRMSE maps.

Figure 12: Minimum rRMSE maps for temperature, RH, and wind.

Figure 13: Maximum correlation maps for temperature, RH, and wind.

The ENVI-met outputs at building locations are technically “indoors" and there-

fore differed most notably from the outdoor receptor locations. Indoor locations were

the least redundant for this reason, with the highest minimum rRMSE and lowest

maximum correlation values, but this is relevant for sensing outdoor urban microcli-

mate. Using cumulative distribution functions for the rRMSE and correlation values

for each data type, thresholds were determined to remove building values for anal-

ysis and to reduce visual confusion, as can be seen by the buildings shown in white

in Figures 12 and 13. Disregarding the buildings, the maximum minimum rRMSE
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values are located north of the zig-zag shaped Zijing Dormitories along the top of

the campus map (ZJD, at approximately x = 60 and y = 115), and the forested

area south of the Zhong Yang (Main) Building (ZYB, at approximately x = 80

and y = 50). The warmer colors in these areas represent higher minimum rRMSE,

according to the color gradient. Because the wind is simulated to be coming from

the west in the model, the wind speed map has more white space in addition to

the buildings, due to highly direction-dependent areas shielded from wind due to

the buildings. The wind speed minimum rRMSE map is therefore more “blurry,”

but the two previously mentioned locations still appear among the higher values

of minimum rRMSE across campus that are not strongly affected by the westerly

winds. In the correlation maps (Figure 13), the two locations – ZJD and ZYB – also

emerge in the temperature and RH maps, whereas they are among quite an erratic

landscape of maximum correlations in the wind speed map.

Figure 14: Minimum overall rRMSE and maximum overall correlation maps, with
the two areas of interest indicated by ellipses.

Overall rRMSE and correlation maps are shown in Figure 14, which are plots of

the cube root of the product of the individual data type metrics (similar to Equation

11 used in choosing redundant stations). As was the case in analysis of existing

measured data, the overall rRMSE and correlation metrics are weighed toward the

wind results, because the wind rRMSE and correlation values differ more than those
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of temperature and RH, which can be seen by the range of the color scales in Figures

12 and 13. Even still, the same two areas are visible with the highest values on the

overall rRMSE map, and they appear on the overall correlation map as well.

Station Coordinates Description Most redundant
with

Overall
rRMSE

New sites
ZJD (59,114) Between buildings

and trees
XSWD 5.35%

ZYB (78,47) Between open area
and trees

XSWD 3.85%

Redundant sites
FZ (18,95) Rooftop XSWD 0.645%
YEY (23,22) Rooftop XSWD 0.995%

Existing / retained sites
JCY (21,54) Park XS 1.92%
XS (46,62) Lawn of building JCY 1.92%

XSWD (45,65) Rooftop XS 2.24%
ZJ (76,99) Grass, shrubs JCY 3.05%

MYP (93,52) Parking lot XSWD 3.21%

Table 4: Overall rRMSE for TUSN network stations

Both ZJD and ZYB are locations in the simulation input that are covered by

trees, so the actual sensor location would have to be placed on the edges of the two

areas. The specific coordinates for the new sites were chosen by selecting a grid

cell representative of the area that was neither inside a building or in the middle

of the wooded area. Table 4 contains the grid coordinates and average rRMSE

values in the two new locations of interest, compared to values at the current TUSN

sensors for context. For comparison, the overall rRMSE values for the two decidedly

redundant sites paired with XSWD are shown. The minimum overall rRMSE for

the remaining five sites are also listed, based on the station in the existing network

that they are most redundant with, excluding the two redundant sites. The two

new sites are most redundant with XSWD, quantitatively speaking, but even still

their overall rRMSE values are higher than all of the existing stations. Of course,

these metrics are all based on the ENVI-met Summer W simulation output, not

measured data, so they do not reflect the redundancy dynamics within TUSN in

reality. However, with a more accurate microclimate model, this method of using
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visual and then quantitative redundancy analysis of the model output can be used to

redesign urban networks toward the goal of low redundancy. In the demonstrative

results reported here, the two new sites at the Zijing Dormitories (ZJD) and the

Zhong Yang Building (ZYB) were chosen through this method of analysis.

3.2.2 Mobile sensing

The paths considered for mobile sensing included an existing bus route and a bicycle

route which would more closely pass by all of the station locations in the redesigned

network. The now-redesgined sensor sites and paths of consideration are shown on

the map in Figure 15. The campus shuttle bus path, shown in black, passes by

several sensors closely, namely ZJ, ZJD, and MYP. However, it is far from XSWD,

XS, JCY, and ZYB. Based on the bus route, the bicycle route shown in red was

created to consider a path that passed by all sites more closely. The bicycle route

removes unnecessary sections of the bus route and instead is designed to reach closer

proximity of every site. The motivation behind such a mobile sensing component

would be to increase the resilience of a low-redundancy network, such as this TUSN

redesign. However, if resilience is only important insofar as it ensures that the

network operates as intended, mobile sensing may not be the most reasonable means

by which to reach that goal. In the case of large, metropolitan networks like Tokyo

Extended METROS, resilience is achieved through redundancy among hundreds of

sensors. But given only 7 sensor locations on a much smaller scale in the case

of TUSN, the goals of resilience should be achieved through other means. For

TUSN, running rRMSE and correlation analyses on collected data and comparing

to historical rRMSE and correlation among stations is a much more efficient way

to check if the network sensors are operating properly. This analysis can identify

sensors that are not operating as usual, and with so few sites, a researcher can easily

restore the network back to functionality.

Resilience is not a particularly realistic or useful benefit of mobile sensing in

light of some more practical considerations. To achieve a crowd sourcing effect
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Figure 15: Visualization of mobile sensing paths around redesigned TUSN nodes.

with bicycle sensing kits, numerous kits would have to be deployed and calibrated.

Additionally, data would be collected in locations all over campus as well as near

the stationary sensors, which results in a very low ratio of useful to extraneous

data. If not crowd-sourced but instead restricted to trace a particular, intentionally

designed path, such as the one shown in Figure 15, significant effort would have to

be dedicated to the simple task of riding a bicycle along that path.

If not resilience, mobile sensing still offers other benefits to TUSN becoming a

more useful network for urban microclimate research. In particular, mobile sensing

increases spatial resolution and can trace the various gradients of temperature, hu-

midity, and other environmental factors around the campus. The benefit of using a

bicycle route would be the ability to measure ground-level conditions, as opposed to

several meters off the ground on a bus. However, taking advantage of the existing

shuttle bus route could be a low effort way to regularly collect data that spatially

supplements TUSN, like the sensors on trams in Zurich’s OpenSense network (Li).

The bus runs from 7 AM to 6 PM on weekdays (8 AM to 6 PM on weekends),

and buses depart every 10 minutes from the western gate of campus and traverse

the loop around campus in alternating directions. Attaching sensors on Tsinghua
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buses would provide further insight as to how urban climate transitions from one

point to another on campus, and how that transition changes over the course of

various timescales. There would be no additional labor associated with running the

bus-based sensors, except for installation and equipment upkeep. The contributions

of mobile sensing to TUSN via the campus bus route include finer spatial resolution

and systematically collected data, while requiring fewer operational tasks than a

bicycle-based mobile sensing component. The types of data that would be collected

through mobile sensing, as well as at the stationary locations, will be discussed in

the next section.

3.2.3 Sensor types

Over the course of the assessment phase of this case study, the need to thoroughly

rethink and reset sensor types and configuration became very apparent. The redesign

in consideration of sensor types falls into three categories: consistency, scale, and

usefulness of data types for research purposes.

The issue of consistency arose at first in the case of average wind speed data

being collected on a daily basis for XSWD, but on a 10-minute basis for every

other station. This led to significant accommodation in the wind speed redundancy

analysis across TUSN, in which only daily rRMSE and correlation were used for

comparison. The inconsistency in not only time interval but also types of data

being collected is likely due to the different dates of installation of sensor stations

throughout the years. XSWD was the first station to be installed, with data going

back to 2012, so it may have never been reset to match all of the later stations’

wind speed collection time step. The provided instrumentation list also appears

to be incomplete, only including all of the instruments at the XS station. For

instance multiple wind direction values are recorded at each station except for XS,

and there is no documentation to indicate what the extra wind directions are meant

to represent or if they are measurements recorded from another instrument. In

addition, the data output for each station contains the data types in a different
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order. Rewiring the data collection units so that output is ordered in the same

manner is also recommended as a part of this network redesign.

Instrumentation and data collection should be appropriate for the scale of TUSN.

In particular, the Wind Monitor 05103 model currently used in the network seems

to be inappropriate for the range of wind speeds typically measured at Tsinghua.

Based on a wind speed range of 0 to 100 meters per second and an accuracy threshold

of at minimum 0.3 meters per second, compared to typical average wind speed at

Tsinghua ranging from 0 to 1.5 meters per second, this instrument seems like it

is suited for use at windier conditions. The chosen alternative is the WindSonic

ultrasonic anemometer which lists accuracy of 2% of wind speed measurements.3

Scale is also inherent in establishing a more consistent network of data collection,

as unnecessary measurements that are irrelevant at the microscale are removed. For

instance, the TUSN dataloggers currently records minimum wind speed on a daily

basis for XSWD, but since this value is always zero, it should be removed from data

collection. In areas with more extreme wind conditions or wind speed variation

across its network, such a measurement would make sense, but TUSN does not

encompass such an area.

Finally, the usefulness of the data types included in TUSN were evaluated in

light of currently known research trends in Beijing, as well as general topics of

interest in urbanism and climate. In particular, the Sponge City initiative was

mentioned multiple times during interviews with researchers at Tsinghua. In the

redesigned TUSN, more sensor stations than before are located in in grassy and

forested areas, so soil moisture probes for the sensors in vegetated locations can

provide insight toward drainage and hydrological behavior at different locations on

campus. TUSN can contribute to making Tsinghua better equipped as a site of

Sponge City research, and promote the use of the campus as a laboratory in the

development of larger scale urban improvements. A new type of rain gauge may

also contribute to the usefulness of the data, because the current log of rain data
3Manufactured by Gill Instruments and compatible with the CR1000 datalogger used in TUSN.
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seems indicative of consistently clogged or otherwise malfunctioning tipping bucket

rain gauges. The instruments were not reliable, which is why the rain data could

not be used in the TUSN redundancy assessment.

In addition, collecting pollution data seems useful, both for the stationary sensors

and the mobile component. Though this was not brought up in conversations with

researchers at Tsinghua, pollution monitoring seems relevant at a university within

the context of a very polluted city. Collecting carbon dioxide data can contribute to

research pertaining to the effects of construction projects (of which there are always

many on university campuses), spatial distribution of sources around campus, and

fluctuations in concentrations over different timescales. In addition, carbon dioxide

data can serve as a point of comparison to data points being collected elsewhere

in the city, since Tsinghua contains more greenery and less automobile traffic than

Beijing at large. Carbon dioxide sensors would be installed on the buses, along with

temperature and humidity sensors. On the other hand, wind sensors, for instance,

would be not be useful in mobile sensing, because the movement of the bus would

greatly affect the resulting wind speed and direction measurements.

In consideration of consistency, scale, and making proper use of TUSN, the

proposed sensor types in a redesigned network, along with the logic behind the

stationary and mobile network design, are documented in Appendix C.
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4 Conclusion

An assessment and redesign of the Tsinghua University Sensor Network were con-

ducted in this thesis, with implications for urban sensor network design more broadly.

Using principles of low redundancy, high resilience, and purpose-driven data collec-

tion, the process of assessing and redesigning TUSN involved the following:

• Demonstrated an urban sensor network assessment methodology based on the

rRMSE metric between sensor locations, in order to identify redundant sensor

nodes.

– In the case of TUSN, two rooftop stations (YEY and FZ) could be re-

moved due to the high level of redundancy in their measured data com-

pared to another rooftop station (XSWD), where there is the same sur-

face material as well as less surrounding obstruction due to being at an

elevated height.

• Investigated the use of the ENVI-met model in urban sensor network design,

and found that it did not accurately simulate Tsinghua University campus

microclimate.

– ENVI-met may not be well suited for modeling at a scale and complexity

such as that of the Tsinghua campus, at least not with the choices of LBC

in the current model.

– However, ENVI-met was able to identify that the TUSN stations at

rooftop locations were the most redundant. Additionally, the best ENVI-

met simulation modeled westerly winds, which are most common accord-

ing to wind roses from existing data.

• Proposed a methodology for choosing new network locations by using rRMSE

analysis of a microclimate simulation, pairing locations across the output area

with the existing station locations to find the least redundant locations overall.
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– In a design from scratch, with a reliable climate model, one could run a

more comprehensive optimization of rRMSE values, resulting from every

location in an area paired with every other location in the area of inter-

est. Additionally, taking the average simulation results from eight (four

cardinal and four intercardinal) wind directions could be an appropriate

approach, given the effect of wind direction on wind speed correlation in

heterogeneous urban areas (Figure 8).

– Even as climate sensors may become less expensive and more readily

available in the future, this methodology can be used to establish the

appropriate quantity of sensors for a given network. Collecting more data

is not useful in and of itself. Rather, collecting enough data to inform

smarter urban development and renovation is the goal. rRMSE analysis

of microclimate models can be used in determining how many sensors to

deploy in a given urban network, and where they should be placed.

• Considered qualitative aspects of network design, including the benefits and

drawbacks of mobile sensing, and network needs in sensor type and data col-

lection specifications.

– Using existing mobile infrastructure such as bus routes is recommended

in order to increase spatial resolution of data collected in the network at

a dependable temporal resolution.

– More consistent data collection across all stationary sensors is also rec-

ommended, in order to have cleaner, more understandable data.

• Finally, recorded the logic of the assessment and redesign process in a sample

metadata documentation for the proposed redesigned TUSN (Appendix C).

The network design principles and process proposed in this thesis can be applied

to case studies of other existing urban networks, or even to TUSN once again.

A more robust design process can then be developed by validating a more accurate
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ENVI-met simulation or using a more sophisticated model to carry out the statistical

analyses of redundancy. Further work to develop a method to quantitatively design

mobile sensing could also improve upon the qualitative considerations outlined here,

as well as more in-depth conversations with researchers to understand limitations

and motivating purposes behind implementing networks like TUSN.
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Appendix A

The table below includes the instrumentation list provided by researchers at Ts-

inghua. However, according to the inventory of data currently being collected by

TUSN, which is tabulated on the following page, it seems likely that this instrument

list is not exhaustive.

The next page includes data types collected by the 7 current TUSN stations, with

each collected type marked by ’X’. The data types are in order from most to least

collected within the network, with average air temperature and RH collected by all

stations at both 10-minute and daily time steps. Total rain, wind direction, battery

voltage, average wind speed, WVC wind data, max and min air temperature, and

max and min RH were collected at all stations, but not at all time steps. Target

temperature, pressure, PAR, max potential temperature, and min wind speed were

only recorded at XSWD, and radiation was only recorded at XS.
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Appendix B

The area input file is shown below, with an image from Google Maps of the Tsinghua

University campus. Below, the 3-dimensional view of the area input file, including

surface types, is visualized using the SPACES area input editor of ENVI-met.

The input parameters for the configuration file are listed below for the Summer

W simulation. There were many aspects of ENVI-met functionality that were not

explored in this thesis, such as pollution, soil, and vegetation properties.

Parameter Value
Start Date July 1, 2017
Start Time 7:00 AM
Total Sim. Time (h) 27
Receptor output interval (min) 30
All other output (min) 60
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Wind speed at 10 m (m/s) 0.5
Wind origin direction (deg) 270 (W)
Roughness length (m) 0.01
Initial temp of atmosphere (C) 25
Specific humidity at 2500 m (g/kg) 10
Relative humidity at 2 m (%) 50
Simple forcing (force hourly temp and RH) none (default)
Solar radiation default
Clouds none (default)
Turbulence closure scheme for 1D reference model Prognostic (TKE) (default)
Turbulence closure scheme for 3D main model Prognostic (TKE) (default)
Upper BC for TKE, dissipation rate 3D model Closed Top (default)
Lateral boundary conditions for temp and humidity Cyclic
Lateral boundary conditions for turbulence Cyclic
Plant processes update timing (s) 600 (default)
Surface data update timing (s) 30 (default)
Radiation / Shadows update timing (s) 600 (default)
Flow field updating timing (s) 900 (default)
Initial soil wetness, temp. (upper layer, 0-20 cm) 50%, 293 K (default)
Initial soil wetness, temp. (middle layer, 20-50 cm) 60%, 293 K (default)
Initial soil wetness, temp. (deep layer, 50-200 cm) 60%, 293 K (default)
Transpiration model A-gs Photosynthesis (default)
CO2 background level (ppm) 350 (default)
Pollution settings no pollutants (default)
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Appendix C

The updated Tsinghua University Sensor Network as of 2017, or "TUSN 2017", is

described in the following metadata information. TUSN was originally installed from

2012 through 2014, and it contains 7 active nodes across the Tsinghua University

campus and surrounding area, which lie in the northwestern quadrant of Beijing,

China. The sites of these nodes had been chosen to collect a wide range of data at

various heights and on various surfaces.

No. Name (Code) Description Surface type Start date
1 Xin Shui Wu Ding

(XSWD)
Roof of Xin Shui
(Hydraulic Eng. Dept)

Conventional roof 9/2012

2 Xin Shui (XS) Lawn in front of XS Grass 1/2016 (daily)
3/2015 (10-min)

3 Zi Jing Diao Su
Yuan (ZJ)

Zijing Sculpture Park Grass, shrubs 5/2013

4 Jin Chun Yuan
(JCY)

Jin Chun Park Grass, shrubs,
water surrounding

9/2013

5 Mei Yuan Ting Che
Chang (MYP)

Academy of Arts &
Design parking lot

Concrete 7/2014

6 Tsinghua You Er
Yuan (YEY)

Tsinghua
Kindergarten

Conventional roof 7/2014

7 Tsinghua Fu Zhong
(FZ)

Tsinghua
Primary School

Conventional roof 10/2014

TUSN 2017 was designed after an assessment of the original TUSN. A quanti-

tative analysis of TUSN temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed data was

conducted to find relative RMSE between station pairs, and assess the redundancy

of data being collected. Two stations - YEY and FZ - were found to be the most

redundant and removed for TUSN 2017. Two new station locations were found using

ENVI-met microclimate models, and running rRMSE analysis between every point

on a model of Tsinghua’s campus and the 5 remaining station locations. The two

new nodes are:

No. Name (Code) Description Surface type Start date
1 Zi Jing Dormitories

(ZJD)
Between buildings
and trees

Grass 2017

2 Zhong Yang
Building (ZYB)

Between open areas
and trees

Grass 2017
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The purpose of TUSN is to promote teaching and research related to urban

microclimate. The types of data sensors and recorded data at each station are

chosen to reflect this. The instruments bolded in table below are new compared to

the original TUSN.

The data types collected at each station are consistent, except for soil moisture

probes which are only installed at soil or vegetated surface locations, and radiation

which is only measured at XS. (The data type table shown here is like the one

included in Appendix A but with inconsistencies corrected and soil moisture and

CO2 measurements added.)
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TUSN 2017 also includes a mobile sensing component, which the original TUSN

did not have. Sensor kits collecting temperature, humidity, CO2, and GPS data are

attached to the shuttle buses that run every 10 minutes in a loop around campus.

The mobile sensing component conveniently takes advantage of existing campus

infrastructure, and provides spatial data at a finer resolution than the stationary

sensors, as shown by the black bus route in the image below. The mobile component

also serves as an additional form of resilience of the network, providing more context

to the data being collected at the stationary locations.
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